BATTERY PROTECTION

Ensure that your vehicle will have enough battery charge to start your engine and not leave you stranded! Whether lights or other accessories have been left on or a power drain occurs the Battery Brain will be there to protect your vehicle so that you will not have to face the inconvenience and potential safety hazards that are the result of a dead battery.

*ANTI-THEFT

Battery Brain™ can also be used as an anti-theft device providing you added security and a peace of mind. Simply press the button when you leave your vehicle to disconnect the battery from the electrical system so your vehicle cannot be hot-wired as the power source has been removed. (only available on selected models)

ADDITIONAL BATTERY BRAIN BENEFITS

Reduces environmental impact from discarded batteries

Saves money by preventing towing, repair or battery replacement costs, due to battery failure.

Identifies issues before they become a problem by knowing that when Battery Brain is activated a power drain has occurred.

Maximizes your time on the road, by never having to worry about a dead battery.

Battery Brain™ is an innovative accessory that easily installs on any battery. Using unique micro-technology, the Battery Brain continually monitors the battery power and disconnects the battery from the electrical system at a predetermined level, to ensure you always have enough power to start your motor and keep you moving!

Battery Brain™ is an innovative accessory that easily installs on any battery. Using unique micro-technology, the Battery Brain continually monitors the battery power and disconnects the battery from the electrical system at a predetermined level, to ensure you always have enough power to start your motor and keep you moving!

Don’t Get Stranded!

Ensures your vehicles always start!

- Monitors Battery Voltage
- Automatically disconnects battery
- Preserves enough charge to start your vehicle
- Simply press button to reconnect
- Start your vehicle and drive away
- Reduces the risk of theft with remote disconnection*
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For complete product details and installation instructions please visit www.smgy.net
PROTECTION FOR ALL VEHICLES
Battery Brain™ brings the confidence of always being able to start your engine, as well as other benefits, to virtually any vehicle that uses a battery.

CARS – ALL MAKES & MODELS
All cars – whether brand new, 10 years old, or classic – benefit from the protection of Battery Brain. Sports cars and luxury models with additional electronic equipment can easily be protected against battery problems.

RV, TRUCKS, VANS, SUVS & CUSTOM VEHICLES
Custom cars and trucks with specialized electronics, as well as vans, SUVs and RVs all place big demands on their battery systems. Battery Brain is the ideal solution – ensuring the vehicle always starts and protecting expensive electronics and devices.

COMMERCIAL & POLICE FLEETS
Battery Brain™ not only ensures fleet vehicles will always start, it also helps indicate when electrical system maintenance is necessary and keeps the fleet on a regular maintenance schedule.

EASY INSTALLATION
Battery Brain™ can be installed easily by the owner or a service technician, with multiple mounting configurations possible.

BATTERY BRAIN™ MODELS

Bronze (Type I)
Offers manual reconnection. To reconnect simply lift the hood and press the button.

Silver (Type II)
Offers manual or remote control reconnection. All the driver needs to do is press the button on the remote from the driver’s seat or anywhere around the vehicle, and the power will reconnect.

*Gold (Type III)
Offers manual or remote control reconnection. This unit also has a remote control disconnection feature acting as an anti-theft device and reducing the risk of theft.

*Gold (Type IV)
This unit offers manual or wired push button reconnection and also a disconnection feature acting as an anti-theft device. The switch is mounted anywhere you choose.

Gold Utility (Type IV RV) can be for Secondary Batteries
This unit is specifically made to protect the secondary batteries such as the house or coach batteries. While it is not responsible for starting a vehicle the charge protected is at a lower threshold it protects your battery from the deep cycling of fully draining your battery with power draw then recharging which can prematurely end a batteries life.

*Platinum
The Platinum Battery Brain™ is our latest model and is very easy to install. It uses remote control reconnection and disconnection. It has a built-in trickle circuit that allows a limited amount of current to be drawn to maintain memories and presets automatically while still preserving the charge required to start your vehicle, in this “armed” mode there will be enough charge to start the vehicle. The Platinum also features a vibration sensor which attached to a plastic component near the battery, like the air cleaner, this will ensure that the Battery Brain never activates while the vehicle is running and the remote control disconnection feature acts as an anti-theft feature.

DEVISOLATOR
The Devisolator is a unique unit that can be installed to constantly monitor any single electronic device, which may cause battery drainage. The Devisolator will automatically disconnect that device to prevent disabling drainage and will reconnect when the battery has recovered full charge. Selected Battery

Selected Battery Brains are available in 6V, 12V or 24 V.

SMART ENERGY SOLUTIONS, INC.
Battery Brain™ is wholly owned by Smart Energy Solutions, Inc., (SMGY.OB) www.smgy.net, a public company quoted on the National Association of Securities Dealers OTC Bulletin Board.

MANUFACTURING RESOURCES
Battery Brain™ models are manufactured and assembled in Israel, China and Italy at facilities employing quality practices and with the capacity to meet the demand of all global markets. Warehousing and shipping facilities for Battery Brain are located in New Jersey, as well as Italy and China.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
Our R&D personnel works directly with our manufacturing team in Italy and China.

CUSTOMER & RESELLER SUPPORT
Smart Energy Solutions, Inc. provides comprehensive support for customers and a growing network of resellers and distributors. Contact our office in New Jersey at 1-973-248-8008 for more details.

WARRANTY
The patented technology of Battery Brain™ is backed by a manufacturer’s 2-year limited warranty.

MULTIPLE BATTERY CONFIGURATIONS
Easily installs to any vehicle battery with multiple configuration options. All mounting hardware is included in the accessory kit. Tools required: wrench and screwdriver